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Kandrick L. Hoxon
BOHLES E HOXON
6255 Sunset Blvd.
suite 2000
Hollyvoed. CA 90028-7421
(213) 661-4030
Attorneys for Plaintiff
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CHURCH OF SCIENTOLOGY OP CALIFORNIA f_ 7j~?
J‘ K/lym

SUPERIOR COURT or THE srarz or CALIFORNIA
- FOR THE comm: or LOS ANGELES f/L62 7'/l@[°i}

CHURCH OF SCIENTOLOGY OF
CALIFORNIA, a California non-
profit religious corporation,

\nf\-I\nuJ§-l\|||'\Ii/\'II’\—’\II’\'-’~*"~_"'

Plaintiff,

vs. ‘

LARRY WOLLERSHEIH,
' Defendant.

__________________________________

CAsE N0. ffifi. O

COMPLAINT TO SET ASIDE
JUDGMENT AND FOR EQUITABLE
RELIEF

Plaintiff Church of Scientology of California ("the Church")

alleges as follows:

 L%uAnQu
1. This is an action for equitable relief from a judgment

rendered in this Court on Jul 22y_ , 1986, in an action entitled
..-_ Q .° E I‘ 9 V. Q Q 0 '8 0

No. C 332 027 (the "Prior Action").

that judgment is annexed as Exhibit A. The Prior Action resulted

eel - - ' -q:'=, Case

A true and correct copy of

in the entry of a judgment against the Church for, ig;gr,gLig,

punitive damages which exceeded the Church’s proven net worth by

IHOIE than $14,000,000. Evidence newly discovered, as set forth

in detail in paragraphs 9 - 20, 1311;, reveals that the verdict

4I—|—-. — —1|||— —_ 7 41-
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was the result of passion and prejudice not merely of the jury,

but of the sitting judge: that the judge was biased against the

Church during the trial of the Prior Action because of beliefs

that had no basis in fact, and came solely from extrajudicial

sources: that the judge's prejudice became the source of the

jurors’ prejudice and bias; and that those prejudices were

deliberately concealed from the Church and its counsel both

during the trial proceedings and during post-trial proceedings in

which the Churchts attempts to inquire into the bias of judge and

jury were uniformly thwarted. Because the trial court, due to

his bias and prejudice, lacked jurisdiction over the trial of the

Prior Action, the Church seeks equitable relief from the unjust Q

judgment. -

2. The Church is, and at all times herein mentioned was, a

not for profit religious corporation organized and existing under

the laws of the State of California with its principal offices at

1404 North Catalina, Los Angeles, California 90027.

3. Defendant Larry Wollersheim is an individual whose

current residence is not known to the Church, but whose current

mail drop, upon information and belief, is P.O. Box 10910, Aspen,

Colorado 81612.

4. Jurisdiction and venue are proper in this Court because

this is an action for equitable relief from a judgment entered in

the Prior Action. That judgment was modified by the California

Court of Appeal in an opinion reported at 212 Cal.App.3d 872, 260

Cal.Rptr. 331 (1989). The Court of Appeal's opinion was then

vacated by the United States Supreme Court in a proceeding

reported at 111 S.Ct. 1298 (1991). Judgment was again entered by

2
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1 the California Court of Appeal on March 20, 1992, [Exhibit B] and

 i- 2 modified by that Court on April 20, 1992 [Exhibit c]. On July

Xi .

/"__"*.

3 23 1992 th2 7 e California Supreme Court granted the Church's

4 petition for review. The case is being held pending decision by

5 the Supreme Court of the United States in IKQ_£;gdgg;i9n_§g1pL_yL

6 A111anse_Beseurssa_§e:n1i_e;_al1. N0- 92-479 and Pendinq a
7 determination by the Supreme Court of California in Qggrlgy y,

8 S1aLe_Earm_Hutual_AutQmebile_1ps1_§ei (8014133) and H§H1_Ins1_x1
9 Erggegicks Qgvglgpmggg ggrp, gt Q1, (SO15966).

10 1H§1£M&1£LJQEQL I
11 EQE_IQHIIA§Ll_B£LIEI_IBQK_iED§HlHI
12 (Against Defendant Wollersheim)

13 5. This action seeks an order from the Court declaring the

14 judgment in the Prior Action null and void in its_entirety._ The

15 judgment rendered in the Prior Action was, and at all times has
16 been, and now is void because the trial court lacked jurisdiction

172 to render judgment in the Prior Action.

18 6. The Church is informed and believes that the judge in

20

2l~ of the CaliforniaW

24% discllcrr

25f
K l

2i

28?

19/ the Prior Action, the Honorable Ronald Swearinger, was

disqualified under California case law dan applicable provisions

Code of Civil Procedure, including C.C.P. §§
170.1 and 170.6. Newly-discovered evidence, as hereinafter

alleged, discloses that the judge entertained -- but failed to

U ose that he entertained -- unfavorable beliefs and a biased

C condition of mind toward the Church during the trial of the Prior

26' Action. The unfavorable beliefs had no basis in fact or

q 1 evidence, nor did they derive from anything other than

u extrajudicial sources. Because of these unfounded beliefs and

3
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bias, Judge swearinger was disqualified throughout the pendency

L !'-' Ksfi
1

2 of the Prior Action, and lacked jurisdiction to preside over the

3 trial, or to enter judgment.

4 7. During post—trial proceedings following the Prior

5 Action, interviews with jurors conducted by the Church's

6 attorneys revealed that the jurors "believed" that they were

7 being followed by members of the Church of Scientology. One of

8 the jurors, Terri Reuter, stated that the jury had been told by

9 "unnamed court personnel," whomkshe refused to identify, that

10 during the trial Judge Swearinger's tires had been slashed, and

ll that his dog had been found dead. She said that the jurors

l2 attributed these actions to unknown and unnamed members of the

13 Church of Scientology. None of the jurors, however, would

14 volunteer further information about these events. No members of

15 any Church of Scientology had, in fact, followed the jurors,

16 ~s lashed any tires, or done anything at all to Judge Swearinger's

17' dog. The Church was aware, however, that Wollersheim's counsel,
i

19 Charles 0’Reilly, had hired multiple private investigators during §

l9§ the course of the Prior Action, and Church counsel suspected thatl
2}:

one or more of these investigators were responsible for "dirty

L tricks" designed to implicate the Church, and prejudice the jury.i
l22; 8. After the juror interviews, Church attorneys sought to

23% inv
I

2M

estigate the bias that obviously pervaded the jury and

infected its verdict, seeking the source of these unfounded

Mw lBe~@-~

l accusations

l during the trial itself. Church counsel raised with the Court

, which had never been made in the open courtroom

27; the jury bias which had been learned of in post-trial interviews,

282 including the statements made by Reuter, and made a request to.

4
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Judge Swearinger to be allowed discovery into the jurors in orderl

2 to establish the extent and source of the taint. Wo1lersheim's

3 counsel vigorously opposed such an investigation and Judge

4 Swearinger refused to allow the discovery. The source of the

5 jury's bias thus remained a mystery for five years.

6 9. Finally, in an interview with William H. Horne, a

reporter employed by the Amg;igag_Lggyg; magazine which took

place in 1992, Judge Swearinger revealed that he maintained"a

7

8

9 condition of mind of unfavorable bias against the Church during

10 the trial of the Prior Action- According to Horne, Judge

11 Swearinger stated that his dog had drowned in the family swimming

12 pool during the trial of the Prior Action, and that the judge §

13 believed that he had been followed when in his car throughout the

14 trial. The judge_informed Horne that,_while he was in possession

15 of no evidence to corroborate the suspicions he harbored, he

16 nonetheless felt that members of the Church of Scientology were

17

15 10. The judge's "suspicions" had no basis in fact. No

responsible for such actions.

19; member of any Church of Scientology did anything to harass or

20 I follow Judge Swearinger during the Prior Action, nor did any

21* member of any Church of Scientology have anything to do with the

Mum
.1B1ib§

death of Judge Swearinger's dog.

11. During an interview with the Church's attorneys Eric M.

24_ Lieberman and Jonathan Lubell on March 19, 1992, Horne revealedes?

25; Judge Swearinger's statements as set forth in paragraph 9, supra.
L

Zfil For the first time, the Church and its attorneys suspected that

27§ the source of infection of the jury was the judge himself.

291 12. Horne provided further details concerning Judge

5
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Swearinger's statements in an interview with the Church's

attorney, Michael L. Hertzberg, in New York City on March 23,

1992. Horne stated that Judge Swearinger related to Horne that

the judge's veterinarian had told the judge that the dog was old

and had died of a heart attack, yet Judge Swearinger still felt

that the dog had fallen or been pushed into the pool. Horne —

further stated that the judge had said that he felt the Church

somehow had responsibility for the dog's death. A-~-A

13. Horne also told Hertzberg that Judge Swearinger claimed

he had been followed "a few times" in his car during the trial of

the Prior Action and had assumed that the Church of Scientology

was responsible for these actions.

14. In the July/August 1992 issue of Amg;iggn_LQgygr,

Horne published an article which quotes Judge Swearinger as2"'_

saying:

I1 I was followed [at various times] throughout the trial

and during motions for a new trial . . . . All

kinds of things were done to intimidate me, and there

' A were a number of unusual occurrences during that trial

 My car tires were slashed. My collie drowned in my

pool. But there was nothing overtly threatening, and I

didn't pay any attention to the funny stuff."

I15. During the pendency of the Prior Action, Judge

Swearinger never mentioned these incidents to counsel for the

Church nor revealed (to them) his concern or belief that Church

personnel were responsible for acts of harassment against him.

By withholdin an ' Ig y mention of his concern, Judge Swearinger

denied the Church the opportunity to remove his concerns or to

6
1
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challenge him for cause.

16. The Church is informed, and therefore believes, that

although Judge Swearinger did not divulge his state of mind to

Church counsel, he did describe these incidents to court

personnel during the trial of the Prior Action, and that court

personnel, in turn, revealed them to the jurors, resulting in a

jury as biased as the judge.

17. In April,_1992, during a chambers conference in a ca e1 S _ s
unrelated to the Prior Action and to which neither Wollersheim

nor the Church was a party, Judge Swearinger discussed the trial

of the Prior Action with counsel in that case, one of whom was

counsel for Wollersheim in the most recent Court of Appeal

proceeding in the Prior Action. ‘The Church is informed, and

therefore believes, that Judge Swearinger stated to Wollersheim's

appellate lawyer that he believed the award of damages in the

Prior Action was excessive but that he had deliberately chosen to

allow the excessive verdict to stand because of his displeasure

with the Church and its trial counsel. I

18. During the chambers conference, Judge Swearinger asked

Wollersheim's appellate counsel to see if he could arrange with

the Church's counsel for a certain official of the Church of

Scientology to call Judge Swearinger. The judge also showed bias

against the Church and its counsel through derogatory references

to the Church's counsel. The judge referred to the Church's

counsel, Earl Cooley, as Earl "Fooley," because Mr. Cooley had

alleged that there had been tampering with the jury.

19. Wollersheim's appellate counsel relayed Judge

Swearinger’s remarks to one of the Church's counsel who, after

7
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client consultation, called Judge Swearinger on behalf of the.

Church of Scientology official with whom Judge Swearinger had

asked to speak. In that telephone conversation with Church .

counsel, Judge Swearinger repeated the substance of his discourse

with Wollersheim's appellate counsel concerning his state of mind

with respect to the jury verdict in the Prior Action. The judge

stated that at the time of the post-trial motion he probably

would have done what the Court of Appeal eventually did —-"i,e,,

reduce the jury's damage award by 27.5 million dollars. He

explained, however, that he did not do so because such an action

would have given credibility to Hr. "Fooley's" charge that the

jury was tainted. Now, five years later, it has finally been§.

revealed that not only was Hr. Cooley correct about the jury

taint, but that_it was Judge Swearinger, himself, who was the

source of the jury's taint and corruption. 1

20. Judge Swearinger's comments, made long after the trial

of the Prior Action, revealed that he possessed, throughout the

Prior Action, unfounded suspicions and unfavorable beliefs

regarding the Church, none of which were disclosed during the

pendency of the Prior Action. Moreover, those comments make

clear that the judge improperly permitted entry of a judgment he

knew to be outrageous, and the result of bias and prejudice, in

order to conceal that he, himself, was the source of the jury's

bias and prejudice.

21. Judge Swearinger's concealment, during the Prior

Action, of his suspicions, bias and prejudice denied the Church

any opportunity to address and alleviate Judge Swearinger's

concerns, or to challenge him for cause, thus resulting in an

8
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unfair trial and an unjust verdict. Furthlr. Jud?‘ 5"'arin9¢r'5

as 2 refusal during the post-trial stages of the Prior Action to

3

4

5

6

7 22.

permit discovery into the source of the jurors’ bias and

prejudice prevented the Church from discovering, other than by

chance, that the judge was also the source of jury bias and

taint.  

The Church was recently apprised of all of the

y§ Hforegoing information regarding Judge Swearinger’: state of minds

9
T 10

11
12

13 . 23
\ \14

15

16

17 1
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21;

during the Prior Action. Prior to this time such information was

not available to the Church despite the Church's diligence. The

Church is free from contributory fault in the entry of the

previous judgment.

. The Church will suffer irreparable harm and irreplacef

able loss if the final judgment entered in the Prior Action is _m-

permitted to stand, and the Church has no adequate remedy at law.

WHEREFORE, the Church prays for judgment as follows:

. That the judgment rendered against the Church in the

Prior Action be declared null and void and of no further effect:

and - '

 ‘2. For such other and further relief as the Court may deem

just and proper. T

22% -

24;

2a

7 BY= ‘I25§ n i L Moxon

DATED. February 16, 1993 Respectfully tted,

l 23$ 2 ' sowrss a’
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Attorneys for Plaintiff
CHURCH OF SCIENTOLOGY OF_ 27, CALIFORNIA
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